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1. INTRODUCTION
The smooth partially hyperbolic flows (see [BP], [P] and [BV]) con-
stitute a class of flows defined on compact Riemannian manifolds that have
a number of metric and topological properties many of which generalizing
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properties of Anosov flows; but as was mentioned in [BP] a similar
generalization of the characteristic properties of Anosov to partially hyper-
bolic flows encounters significant difficulties and apparently cannot be fully
realized.
Our goal is to look for examples of partially hyperbolic flows and, to
start, we recall the following definition:
Definition 1. Let Q be a compact C manifold. A non singular
smooth flow T t: Q  Q is partially hyperbolic if the derivative (variational)
flow DT t: TQ  TQ satisfies:
(i) for any p # Q, TpQ=Xp Yp Zp , where X, Y, Z are invariant
sub-bundles of TQ, dim Xp=l1, dim Yp=k1, Zp #[(T tp)$t=0];
(ii) there exist a Riemannian metric on Q and numbers a, c>0 such
that for all p # Q we have:
|DT t!|a |!| e&ct, \t0, (or |DT t!|a&1 |!| e&ct, \t0), \! # Xp ;
|DT t’|a |’| ect, \t0, (or |DT t’|a&1 |’| ect, \t0), \’ # Yp .
X and Y are said to be uniformly contracting and expanding, respectively;
(iii) Z is neutral in the sense that it is neither uniformly contracting
nor uniformly expanding.
If, in particular, Zp=[(T tp)$t=0] , iii) is satisfied and the flow is said to be
hyperbolic or Anosov.
Motivated by the study of some mechanical systems with restrictions in
the velocities (the so called non-holonomic systems) one considers a
smooth non-integrable (in the sense of Frobenius Theorem) distribution 7
on a compact C Riemannian manifold that enable us to obtain certain
flows on the vector bundle 7 (called the 7-geodesic flows).
In the present paper we will construct a class of partially hyperbolic
flows induced by 7-geodesic flows. To obtain the hyperbolic properties of
the trajectories we need to assume, among other suitable hypotheses, some
negativeness for the sectional curvatures of 2-planes contained in 7, only.
To be more precise and in order to state rigorously the main results of the
paper we need to fix some notation and concepts.
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold, dim M=m, { be the
associated LeviCivita connection, and (TM, M, ?) the tangent bundle.
Consider on M a non-integrable distribution 7, that is, it is given 7/TM
a C sub-vector bundle of TM , with fibers 7q , dim 7q=n , \q # M, n<m
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and let 7=/TM be the vector bundle corresponding to the orthogonal
distribution. One makes use of the total second fundamental form of 7 (see
[KO]),
B: TM_M 7  7=,
defined by: for any X # TqM, Y # 7q , Z # 7=q , let X # TM, Y # 7, Z # 7
= be
local extensions of X, Y, Z respectively. Then
(B(X, Y), Z) =({X Z , Y )(q)=&(Z , {X Y )(q). (1)
The total second fundamental form is well defined, that is:
Lemma 1. The value of B does not depend on the chosen extensions.
The total second fundamental form of 7= is denoted by B=.
The 7-geodesic flow corresponds to the d’Alembert trajectories of a con-
strained particle free of external forces, and it is determined by the equa-
tion:
{q* q* +B(q* , q* )=0. (2)
Any solution of this equation with initial condition v # 7 will be called
a trajectory. We remark that, since M is compact, M is complete in the
sense that all trajectories are globally defined. So q* (t) # 7q(t) , \t # R and
d
dt
&q* &2=2(q* , {q* q* ) =0. (3)
Definition 2. The compact (m+n&1)-dimensional manifold 71 is the
submanifold of 7 given by [(q, v) # 7 such that <v, v) =1].
Note that (3) implies the invariance of 71 under the 7-geodesic flow.
Throughout this paper we consider the 7-geodesic flow with initial condi-
tions on 71 , obtaining the vector field X71 # X(71).
A technical condition (see Def. 9) enable us to decouple the system of
differential equations governing the Jacobi fields; in that case we simply say
that the manifold M has a DC-distribution 7.
We state, now, the main result of the paper:
Theorem 1. Let (M, ( , ) ) be a compact Riemannian manifold of class
C and 7 a smooth DC-distribution on M. Suppose that:
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(i) the sectional curvature K of 2-planes contained in 7 satisfies
&K(X, Y)&(B(X, X), B(Y, Y))&&B(X, Y)&2+2(B(X, Y), B(Y, X))+2
>0, for some +>0 and all X, Y # 71 , (X, Y)=0 ;
(ii) the symmetric component of B= is zero.
Then the corresponding 7-geodesic flow on 71 is partially hyperbolic.
Note that, when the distribution 7 is involutive (foliation), the condition
(i) is equivalent to have leaves with negative sectional curvature.
The last part of the paper deals with the special case where (M, ( , ) ) is
a Lie group G with a left invariant metric and 7 a left invariant distribu-
tion. We were able to write the conditions on 7 to be a DC-distribution,
as well as i) and ii) of the main Theorem 1, as algebraic equations, involv-
ing only the structure of the Lie algebra of G.
2. THE INDUCED METRIC ON 71
In order to introduce a metric on 71M induced by the metric of M, we
need to define vertical and horizontal lifts. As usual, we define the vertical
subspace at a point vq # 71 M by:
Vvq=d?
&1
vq
(0) & Tvq (71)/Tvq (71). (4)
Note that with this definition dim Vvq=n&1.
The vertical lift of uq # 7q & [vq]= at a point vq # 71 is then defined by:
Cvq (uq)=\q, vq+suq&vq+suq &+
$ } s=0 . (5)
It is not difficult to see that with these definitions one has the following
properties:
Lemma 2. d?vq b Cvq=0 and Cvq : 7q & [vq]
=  Vvq is an isomorphism.
Let us now define a map Kvq : Vvq  Tq M. If Avq # Vvq , let Z be a curve
on 71 such that Z(0)=vq and Z$(0)=Avq . Then, if Z(t)=(Z1 (t), Z2 (t)),
with Z1 (t)#q # M and Z2 (t) # TZ1(t) M, we finally set Kvq (Avq)=Z$2 (0).
One can also prove that:
Lemma 3. Kvq is a well defined linear map. Its image is given by
Im(Kvq)=7q & [vq]
= and Kvq is the inverse of the vertical lift.
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Let us now define the horizontal lift Hvq of a vector wq # TqM, at a point
vq # 71 . For this, let #(t) be a curve in M such that #(0)=q , #$(0)=wq and
let V(t) be the parallel transport of vq along #(t) . Then, if PV(t) # 7#(t)
denotes the orthogonal projection of V(t), one defines:
Hvq (wq)=\#(t), PV(t)&PV(t)&+
$ } t=0 # Tvq71 . (6)
It is easy to prove that:
Lemma 4. The horizontal lift Hvq : TqM  Tvq 71 is a linear injective map
and d?vq b Hvq=id |TqM .
The horizontal subspace at vq # 71 is then defined as the image
Hvq=Im(Hvq)/Tvq (71) . Note that dim Hvq=m.
With the constructions above we obtain a generalization of the classical
decomposition in horizontal and vertical spaces and lifts relative to the
7-geodesic flow. As in the geodesic case, we have:
Lemma 5. The tangent space of 71 is the direct sum of its horizontal and
vertical spaces, that is, Tvq (71)=Vvq Hvq .
As a matter of fact, the map Kvq acts on any element Avq # Tvq (71); in
fact, if Z(t)=(Z1 (t), Z2 (t)) is a curve on 71 such that Z(0)=vq and
Z$(0)=Avq , it is enough to define Kvq (Avq) as the covariant derivative at
t=0 of Z2 (t) with respect to Z$1 (t). It is clear that this definition extends
the one introduced above when Avq # Vvq . Note that if Wvq # Hvq then there
exists wq # TqM such that Wvq=Hvq (wq) . Using the same notation as in
the definition of horizontal lift, we have:
Kvq (Wvq)={wq
PV(t)
&PV(t)& } t=0 . (7)
After some computation we obtain that:
Lemma 6. Kvq (Wvq)=&B(d?(Wvq), vq).
We are now able to define the map that will allow us to turn 71 into a
Riemannian manifold:
Definition 3. ivq : Tvq (71)  TqM_TqM is the linear injective map
constructed as follows: if Avq # Tvq (71) and Avq=A
v
vq
+Ahvq , let
ivq (Avq)=(d?vq (Avq), &B(d?vq (Avq), vq)+Kvq (A
v
vq
)), (8)
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with inverse (on the image) given by
i &1vq (wq , &B(wq , vq)+uq)=Hvq (wq)+Cvq (uq) , (9)
for all wq # Tq M , uq # 7q & [vq]=.
Definition 4. The metric on 71 is defined by:
(A1 , A2) vq=(ivq (A1), ivq (A2)) TqM_TqM
=(d?vq (A1), d?vq (A2)) q+(Kvq (A1), Kvq (A2)) q . (10)
3. THE VARIATIONAL EQUATION
Let T t be the one parameter group of diffeomorphism generated by the
vector field X71 , that is, the flow defined by Eq. (2) on 71 . The variational
equation for (2) is the equation that determines the time evolution of a
vector A # T(q0, q* 0)71 under the derivative D(q0, q* 0)T
t , that is, the equation
that gives
A(t)=D(q0, q* 0) T
t (A) # T(q(t), q* (t)) 71 ,
q(t) being the trajectory defined by (q0 , q* 0).
Consider a local coordinate system at (q0 , q* 0) # 71 of the type (.=
(q1 , ..., qm), ) and let (#(s), 1(s)), s # (&=, +=), be a curve in 71 such that
(#(0), 1(0))=(q0 , q* 0) and
d
ds
(#(s), 1(s)) } s=0=(J0 , J0)=A.
Take, for each s # (&=, +=), the trajectory (q(t, s), q* (t, s))=T t (#(s),
1(s)). Note that it is defined a 2-dimensional submanifold of 71 . Then,
A(t, s)=(J(t, s), J(t, s))=D(#(s), 1(s))T t \ dds (#(s), 1(s))+
=
d
ds
T t (#(s), 1(s))=\ dds q(t, s),
d
ds \
d
dt
q(t, s)++
defines, for each s # (&=, +=), a solution of the variational equation, which,
from now on, will be called a Jacobi field. By construction, [q(t, s),
s # (&=, +=), t # R] defines also a 2-dimensional submanifold of M, and so
[ s ,

t]=0. Since

s=J and

t=q* , then, as elements of Tq(t, s) M, [J, q* ] is
well defined and vanishes. Note that, as elements of T(q, q* )(t, s) 71 , one has
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s=(J, J) and

t=X71 , which implies that [A(. , .), X71]=0. For s=0 the
above construction provides the Jacobi field over the trajectory (q(t), q* (t)).
We remark that a Jacobi field over a given trajectory does not depend on
the curve chosen as a representant of A. It will be useful to consider the
image of a Jacobi field by the map i(q, q* ) , that is, as a pair of vectors in
TqM.
Lemma 7. If A(t) is a Jacobi field over a trajectory (q(t), q* (t)) # 71 , then
i(q(t), q* (t)) (A(t))=(J(t), {q* (t) J(t)), (11)
where the second component is the covariant derivative of J(t) with respect
to q* (t).
Since the second component of the image of a Jacobi field depends only
on its first component, J will also be called a Jacobi field along q=q(t). It
is a simple matter, now, to derive the variational equation:
Proposition 1. The first component (under the map i) of the Jacobi field
satisfies the equation
{q* {q* J=R(q* , J) q* &{JB(q* , q* ), (12)
where R is the curvature tensor of M. Conversely, given an initial condition
(J(0), {q* J(0)) # i (q(0), q* (0)) (T(q(0), q* (0)) 71),
(12) has a unique solution with this initial condition, which is the first compo-
nent of a Jacobi field.
Proof. We consider q(t, s) and J(t, s) as above. Then, the left side of
(12) is equal to {q* {J q* , and it will be enough to use the definition of the
curvature tensor, and the trajectory Eq. (2). K
The above Eq. (12) is the variational equation for the Jacobi fields.
Given a trajectory (q, q* ), let P (q, q* ) and P=(q, q* ) be the orthogonal projec-
tion of TqM onto 7q & [q* ]= and 7=q , respectively. It will be usefull to
decompose a Jacobi field J over (q, q* ) as
J(t)=a(t) q* (t)+Z(t)+J= (t), (13)
where Z(t)=P (q(t), q* (t)) J(t) and J = (t)=P=(q(t), q* (t)) J(t) . We will omit the
dependence on the trajectory and time whenever it does not cause
confusion.
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Let us study the first derivative of J . From (13) one obtains
{q* J=a* q* +a{q* q* +{q* Z+{q* J=. (14)
But
{q* Z=P {q* Z+P={q* Z
and
{q* J ==P {q* J=+(B(q* , q* ), J=)q* +P={q* J=.
With these relations and (2), (14) gives:
{q* J=(a* +(B(q* , q* ), J=) ) q* +(P {q* Z+P {q* J=)
+(a{q* q* +P={q* Z+P={q* J=). (15)
But
( {q* J, q* ) = 12J(q* , q* ) =0,
where the derivative in the second term is taken on the 2-dimensional sub-
manifold defined above. From now on, derivatives of functions of q* or
covariant derivatives of vector fields depending on q* , with respect to J, will
mean derivatives (or covariant derivatives) on that 2-dimensional manifold
defined by q(t, s).
Then, for the first component of the Jacobi field we get the equation:
a* =&(B(q* , q* ), J=). (16)
On the other hand, for any N # 7= we have that
J(q* , N)=( {Jq* , N) +(q* , {J N)=0,
which implies that the normal component of the Jacobi field satisfies
P={q* J ==2Ba(q* , Z)&B(J=, q* ), (17)
where Ba is the skewsymmetric component of B on 7_7.
The above first order equation characterizes the normal and tangent
components of the Jacobi field. We will now use the variational equation
to determine the variation of the component Z of the Jacobi field, defined
above. This equation will present a much simpler form if we write it in
terms of an adapted connection.
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Definition 5. Let { : X(M)_1(7)  1(7) be given by:
{ XY={X Y+B(X, Y)=P{XY.
This map will be called the 7-adapted connection or simply, the 7-connec-
tion.
Actually { is a differentiable vector bundle connection over 7:
Lemma 8. The 7-connection is a differentiable map which satisfies:
(i) { fX+ gYZ= f { XZ+ g{ Y Z, \f, g # C  (M), \X, Y # X(M) and
\Z # 1(7),
(ii) { X fY=X( f ) Y+ f { X Y, \f # C (M), \X # X(M) and \Y
# 1(7),
(iii) X(Y, Z) =( { X Y, Z)+( { XZ, Y), for all X, Y, Z # 1(7).
Proof. The proof involves straightforward computations, only.
Definition 6. The 7-curvature tensor is the map R : TM_M TM
_M 7  7 given by
R p (X, Y) Z=.({ X { Y Z &{ Y { X Z &{ [X , Y ] Z ) |p , (18)
for any vectors X, Y # TpM, Z # 7p and any local extensions X , Y # X(U),
Z # 1(7U), where U is a neighborhood of p.
The corresponding sectional curvature of a two-plane contained in 7 is
denoted by K . Straightforward computations also show that:
Lemma 9. The 7-curvature tensor is a well-defined C (M)-linear map
which satisfies for all p # M , X, Y # TpM and Z, W # 7p :
(i) (R p (X, Y) Z, W) =&(R p (Y, X) Z, W) ,
(ii) (R p (X, Y) Z, W) =&(R p (X, Y) W, Z) ,
(iii) (R p (X, Y) Z, W) =(Rp (X, Y) Z, W)&(B(X, Z), B(Y, W))
+(B(X, W), B(Y, Z)) ,
(iv) K (Z, W)=K(Z, W)&(B(Z, W), B(W, Z))
+(B(Z, Z), B(W, W)) , Z=W, &Z&=&W&=1.
In terms of the 7-connection we have:
Lemma 10. The variational equation is equivalent to:
{ q* { q* JT=R (q* , J) q* &{q* {q* J=+{q* (B(q* , JT)&B(J, q* ))+B(q* , { q* JT&{ Jq* ).
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Proof. Note that the left hand side of the variational Eq. (12) can be
written as:
{q* {q* J={q* {q* JT+{q* {q* J =={q* ({ q* J T+P={q* JT)+{q* {q* J=
={ q* { q* JT+P={q* ({ q* J T)+{q* (P={q* JT)+{q* {q* J=
={ q* { q* JT&B(q* , { q* JT)+{q* (&B(q* , JT))+{q* {q* J=.
The right hand side of the variational Eq. (12) is given by:
R(q* , J) q* &{JB(q* , q* )
={q* {J q* &{J {q* q* &{[q* , J] q* &{JB(q* , q* )
={q* ({ J q* +P={Jq* )&{J ({ q* q* +P={q* q* )&{ [q* , J] q* &{JB(q* , q* )
={ q* { J q* +P= ({q* { J q* )+{q* (P={Jq* )&{ J { q* q* &P={J { q* q* &{ [q* , J] q*
=R (q* , J) q* &B(q* , { Jq* )&{q* B(J, q* )+B(J, { q* q* )
=R (q* , J) q* &B(q* , { Jq* )&{q* B(J, q* ).
To conclude the proof it is enough to equate the two expressions above.
Note that
(B(q* , JT)&B(J, q* ), N)=(&{q* JT+{Jq* , N)
=(&{q* J T+{q* J, N)=( {q* J=, N) , \N # 7=,
that is, B(q* , JT)&B(J, q* )=P={q* J=.
The tangent and normal components of the Jacobi equation are identi-
cally satisfied if Eqs. (16) and (17) hold. Let us then take the P projection
to study the other component.We obtain:
P { q* { q* JT=R (q* , J) q* &P {q* {q* J=+P {q* P={q* J=.
But
P { q* { q* JT=P { q* { q* (aq* +Z)=P (a q* +{ q* { q* Z)={ q* { q* Z,
since ( { q* { q* Z, q* )=( { q* Z, {q* q* ) =0.
Moreover:
&P {q* {q* J=+P {q* P={q* J==P {q* (P=&I ) {q* J==&P {q* P{q* J =.
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Let Q be a local extension of q* , such that (Q , N) =0 for any N # 7=
and (Q , Q )=1 , and let Y1 , ..., Yn&1 be a local orthonormal basis of
7 & [Q ]=. Then this last equation gives:
P {q* P{q* J==(P {q* P{q* J=, Yi) Yi
=\ ddt ( {q* J=, Yi) &(P{q* J =, {q* Yi)+ Yi
=\ ddt (B(q* , Y i), J =)&(B(q* , P{q* Yi), J=)+ Yi
=(( {q* B(q* , Yi)&B(q* , P{q* Yi), J=)&(B(q* , Yi), B(J=, q* )) ) Yi
+(B(q* , Yi), 2Ba(q* , Z)) Yi .
Using these relations, the Jacobi equation can be written as:
{ q* { q* Z=R (q* , Z) q* &(B(q* , Yi), 2Ba(q* , Z)) Yi+R (q* , J=) q*
&({q* B(q* , Yi)&B(q* , P{q* Yi), J =) Yi
+(B(q* , Yi), B(J=, q* )) Yi . (19)
4. A CLASS OF PARTIALLY HYPERBOLIC 7-GEODESIC FLOWS
We are able to study the hyperbolicity of the 7-geodesic flow when Eq.
(19) ‘‘decouples’’, that is, when the equation that determines Z does not
depend on the normal component of the Jacobi field. In order to derive suf-
ficient conditions for that, we need some other definitions and lemmas.
Definition 7. Set Lp (X, Y)=(B(X, Yi), Ba(X, Y)) Yi for any X,
Y # 7p , (Yi) being an orthonormal basis of 7p & [q* ]=. In fact, Lp (X, Y)=
P B= (X, Ba(X, Y)), that is, the value of Lp (X, Y) does not depend on the
orthonormal basis (Yi).
Definition 8. Let us define
Fp (X, N)=(&( ({q* B(q* , Yi)&B(q* , P{q* Yi)) | t=0 , N)
+(B(X, Yi (0)), B(N, X)) ) Yi (0), (20)
for any unitary X # 7p and N # 7=p , where q(t) is the unique 7-geodesic
such that q(0)= p and q* (0)=X and Yi (t) is any orthonormal basis of
7q(t) & [q* (t)]=.
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Lemma 11. The value of Fp (X, N) does not depend on the orthonormal
basis, that is, F is well defined.
Proof. Let Y i=Aij Yj another orthonormal basis. Then:
Fp (X, N)Y i=(&({q* B(q* , AijYj)&B(q* , P{q* AijYj), N)
+(B(q* , Aij Yj), B(N, q* )) ) AikYk | p
=(&Aij ({q* B(q* , Y j)&B(q* , P{q* Yj), N)
&A4 ij (B(q* , {q* Yi), N)+A4 ij(B(q* , {q* Yi), N)
+Aij (B(q* , Yj), B(N, q* )) ) AikYk | p=Fp (X, N)Yi .
Definition 9. We say that 7 decouples, or that 7 is a DC-distribution
if
R p (X, N) X+Fp (X, N)=0 (21)
for any X # 71p , N # 7=p and any p # M.
The considerations above can be summarized in the following result:
Proposition 2. If 7 is a DC-distribution then J is a Jacobi field with
initial condition (v0 , &B(v0 , q* (0))+u0) where v0 # Tq(0)M, u0 # [q* (0)]=
& 7q* (0) , if, and only if, the next three equations are satisfied:
{ q* { q* Z=R (q* , Z) q* &2Lp (q* , Z) (22)
with initial condition Z(0)=P v0 and ({ q* Z)(0)=u0+P B= (q* (0), P=v0);
P={q* J ==2Ba(q* , Z)&B(J=, q* ) (23)
with initial condition J= (0)=P=v0 ;
a* =&(B(q* , q* ), J=) (24)
with initial condition a(0)=(P&P ) v0 .
In the geodesic flow case it is well known that J(t)=aq* (t) is a particular
Jacobi field. For a 7-geodesic flow one defines the following particular
Jacobi fields:
Definition 10. Any Jacobi field such that Z#0 is called a special
Jacobi field.
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Proposition 3. Under the same hypotheses of Proposition 2, for any
given trajectory there are Jacobi fields such that Z#0. These special Jacobi
fields are determined by the solutions of:
P={q* J ==&B(J=, q* ), (25)
a* =&(B(q* , q* ), J=). (26)
Moreover, if it is given an initial condition of the form
(J(0)=a0 q* (0)+J =0 , {q* J(0)=P B
= (q* (0), J =0 )&B(J(0), q* (0))), (27)
where a0 is real and J =0 # 7
=
q* (0) , the corresponding Jacobi field is a special
Jacobi field.
To study the conditions for the variational flow on T71 to be partially
hyperbolic, we need to analyze the norms of Jacobi fields. We recall that
&A&2=&J&2+&{q* J&2. To know the exponential decay of a particular &A&
we need to check the exponential decay of each component. To do so, we
need to show that, under suitable hypotheses, &Z(t)&2 is a convex function.
First we note that
1
2
d 2
dt2
&Z&2=
d
dt
({q* Z, Z)=
d
dt
({ q* Z, Z)=({ q* { q* Z, Z)+&{ q* Z&2
=&K (q* , Z ) &Z&2&2(Ba(q* , Z), B(q* , Z))+&{ q* Z&2
=(&K(q* , Z )&(B(q* , q* ), B(Z , Z ))+(B(q* , Z ), B(Z , q* )) &Z&2
&2(Ba(q* , Z ), B(q* , Z )) &Z&2+&{ q* Z&2
=(&K(q* , Z )&(B(q* , q* ), B(Z , Z ))&&B(q* , Z )&2
+2(B(q* , Z ), B(Z , q* )) ) &Z&2+&{ q* Z&2, (28)
where Z = Z
&Z&2
, whenever Z{0, and is zero otherwise.
We are now able to prove the following proposition:
Proposition 4. Suppose that both the hypotheses of Proposition 2 and
the condition
&K(X, Y)&(B(X, X), B(Y, Y))&&B(X, Y)&2
+2(B(X, Y), B(Y, X)) +2>0, (29)
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\X, Y # 71 , (X, Y) =0, are satisfied. Then, if J is not a special Jacobi field,
&Z&2 is a convex function, that is:
d 2
dt2
&Z&2>0. (30)
Proof. Suppose that, under the hypotheses of the proposition, for some
time t0 we have that the second member of Eq. (28) vanishes. This implies
that &{ q* Z(t0)&2=0 and that Z(t0)=0. Then, Eqs. (13) and (15) imply that
for t=t0 we have an initial condition of the form (27), and then Z#0, that
is, J is a special Jacobi field.
As a corollary of Proposition 2, we see that Eq. (22) defines a complete
linear flow F t, t # R, on a vector bundle over 71 with (2n&2)-dimensional
fibers V(q, q* ) given by
V(q, q* )=[(!, ’) s.t. !, ’ # 7(q, q* ) & [q* ]=]/Tq M_TqM
and
F t(q, q* )(0)(!, ’)=(Z(t), { q* Z(t)),
where (!, ’) # V(q, q* )(0) and Z(t) is the solution of Eq. (22), with initial con-
dition
(Z(0), { q* Z(0))=(!, ’).
We are now able to prove the basic facts for the proof of Theorem 1,
namely:
Lemma 12. Given a vector ! # 71q & [q* ]= and a fixed time s, there exists
a Jacobi field such that Z(0)=! and Z(s)=0. Moreover, two such Jacobi
fields differ by a special Jacobi field.
Proof. The subspace of vectors V (q, q* )(0)=[(0, ’) # V(q.q* )(0)] has dimen-
sion n&1. The component Z(t)#P1F t(q, q* )(0)(0, ’) corresponds to a linear
transformation on V (q, q* )(0) (for any fixed t), so
n&1=dim Ker(P1 F t(q, q* )(0))+dim Im(P1F
t
(q, q* )(0)).
But, from Proposition 4, dim Ker (P1F t(q, q* )(0))=0, so the map is onto
7q(t) & [q* (t)]= . Reversing time and taking into account translation
invariance, the lemma is proved.
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Definition 11. Let us introduce the subspaces:
X ( q, q* )=[(!, ’) # V(q, q* ) s.t. &P1F t(q, q* )(!, ’)&  0 s.t.  ],
Y ( q, q* )=[(!, ’) # V(q, q* ) s.t. &P1F t(q, q* )(!, ’)&  0 s.t.  &].
We will show, in the sequel, that X ( q, q* ) and Y ( q, q* ) are indeed (n&1)-
dimensional subspaces of V(q, q* ) .
Lemma 13. There exists a (n&1)-dimensional subspace of V(q, q* )(0) such
that Z(t)=P1F t(q, q* )(0)(!, ’)  0 as t  , for all (!, ’) in that subspace.
Proof. For a fixed ! # 7q(0) & [q* (0)]= , consider, for each n # N, a solu-
tion of (22) given by Lemma 13, satisfying Zn (0)=! and Zn (n)=0. Let ’n
be the vector ’n={ q* Zn (0). Suppose, by contradiction, that the sequence
’n is unbounded, that is, that there exists a subsequence ni   such that
&’ni &   . Let us consider Yi=
Zni
&’ni &
. By convexity (Lemma 13) and the
definitions of Zn and Yi, &Y i&2 is decreasing for t # [0, ni], with Yi (0)=
!
’ni
and { q* Y i (0)=
’ni
&’ni &
. Since &(Y i (0), { q* Yi (0))& is bounded, there is a sub-
sequence il   , such that (Yil (0), { q* Y il (0))  (0, ’) as l  , with
&’&=1 . We remark that, in fact, (0, ’) # V(q, q* )(0) .
On the other hand, the limit solution Y(t) (that is, the solution of (22)
with initial conditions (0, ’) ) is, in any compact time interval [0, T], a
uniform limit of the functions Yil such that &Yil & are decreasing functions
(we consider only the il such that nil>T), so &Y(t)& is also a decreasing
function. But &Y(0)&=0 and &{ q* Y(0)&{0, that is, Y(t) is not identically
zero, which is a contradiction.
Thus, there exist a constant A such that &’n&<A, \n # N, and a sub-
sequence ni such that (!, ’ni)  (!, ’) # V(q, q* )(0) as ni   . The corre-
sponding function Z(t) is such that its norm is decreasing on any compact
interval [0, T], so will be decreasing for all positive t. If limt   &Z(t)&2=
a2>0, then, by Eqs. (28) and (29) we have d
2 &Z(t)&2
dt2
+2a2 , \t0, which
is a contradiction, since this would imply [&Z(t)&2 , \t0] unbounded.
Since the construction above is valid for arbitrary ! # 7q(0) & [q* (0)]=, the
lemma is proved.
Analogously, we can prove that:
Lemma 14. dim Y ( q, q* )n&1.
Lemma 15. dim X (q, q* )=dim Y (q, q* )=n&1.
Proof. It is enough to observe that dim V(q, q* )=2n&2 and, by Eq. (30),
X (q, q* ) & Y (q, q* )=[0].
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Note that X (q, q* ) and Y (q, q* ) are invariant under the flow, that is,
F tX (q, q* )(0)=X (q, q* )(t) and F tY (q, q* )(0)=Y (q, q* )(t) . To obtain the contracting
and expanding properties we will need the next elementary lemma:
Lemma 16. Let f be a positive smooth function defined for t0 satisfying
f (t):2f (t), \t0, (31)
with f (0)= f0 {0 and f4 (0)<0. Then
f (t)
f0
2
e&:t, \t0. (32)
Proof. See [A].
We are now able to state that:
Lemma 17. For any (!, ’) # X (q, q* ) , we have that &Z(t)&c&(!, ’)&e&+t,
where +>0 is the constant appearing in equation (29) and c>0 is a constant
that neither depends on the points in 71 nor on the initial conditions
(!, ’) # X (q, q* )(0) .
Proof. Taking into account Eqs. (29) and (30), we get, by Lemma 16
with f (t)=&Z(t)&2 and :=+, that &F t(q, q* )(0)(!, ’)&
&!&
2 e
&+t2, \t0. Then,
since X ( q, q* ) is invariant under the flow, one obtains, for any t0, that
&F &t(q, q* )(t) F
t
(q, q* )(0)(!, ’)&
&Z(t)&
2 e
+t2, which completes the proof.
It remains to show that &{q* Z(t)& is also exponentially contracting. In
order to do so we first proof that:
Lemma 18. X ( q, q* ) and Y (q, q* ) depend continuously on (q, q* ).
Proof. Let (qn , q* n)  (q0 , q* 0) as n   and let xn=(!n , ’n) # X (qn , q* n) be
such that xn  x0=(!0 , ’0) # V(q0 , q* 0) as n  , as elements of TM_MTM.
Then, by continuity of P1 F t and Lemma 17 we get:
&Z(t)&=&P1 F t(q0 , q* 0)(x0)&= limn  
&P1F t(qn , q* n)(xn)&
 lim
n  
c &xn& e&+t2=c &x0& e&+t2 .
By definition, x0 # X ( q0 , q* 0). We showed that lim X (qn , q* n) /X (q0 , q* 0) . Since
dim X (q, q* )=n&1 for any (q, q* ), this concludes the proof for X (q, q* ) . The
proof for Y (q, q* ) is analogous.
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We are now able to prove that:
Lemma 19. There exists a constant L>0, that neither depends on the
point (q0 , q* 0) nor on the initial condition in X (q0 , q* 0) , such that
&{ q* Z(t)&L&Z(t)&, \t0, \(q0 , q* 0) # 71 and \(Z(0), { q* Z(0)) # X (q0 , q* 0) .
Proof. For a fixed point (q0 , q* 0), we consider a basis of X (q0 , q* 0) of the
form (!i , ’i), i=1, ..., n&1, where [!i # Tq0 M, i=1, ..., n&1], is an
orthonormal basis of 7q0 & [q* 0]
= . Since the dimension is finite, there exists
a constant L(q0 , q* 0)>0 such that &’i &
2<L2(q0 , q* 0) &!i &
2 , i=1, ..., n&1; and,
for an arbitrary vector (!, ’)= i ai (!i , ’ i) # X (q0 , q* 0) , we also get
&’&2<i a2i L
2
(q0 , q* 0)
&!i &2=L2(q0 , q* 0)&!&
2 , so the inequality in the lemma
holds for any vector in X (q0 , q* 0) . By Lemma 14, it also holds in a
neighborhood of (q0 , q* 0). Taking into account the compacity of 71 , the
lemma is proved.
Lemma 20. The flow F t on X (q, q* ) is uniformly contracting, that is,
&F t(q0 , q* 0)(!, ’)&C &(!, ’)& e
&+t , \t0,
&F t(q0 , q* 0)(!, ’)&C$ &(!, ’)& e
&+t , \t0,
where the constants C and C$ are positive and do not depend neither on the
point (q0 , q* 0) nor on the initial condition (!, ’) # X (q0 , q* 0) .
Proof. It is enough to observe that by Lemma 19 and the proof of
Lemma 17, we have, \t0:
&F t(q0 , q* 0)(!, ’)&
2c2 &!&2 e&2+tc2 \&!&
2
2
+
&’&2
2L2 + e&2+t
C$2 &(!, ’)&2 e&2+t ,
where C$2=c2 min( 12 ,
1
2L2
). Now to complete the proof we just apply
Lemmas 17 and 19.
Lemma 21. The flow F t on Y (q, q* ) is uniformly expanding, that is,
&F t(q0 , q* 0)(!, ’)&D &(!, ’)& e
+t , \t0,
&F t(q0 , q* 0)(!, ’)&D$ &(!, ’)& e
+t , \t0,
where the constants D and D$ are positive and do not depend neither on the
point (q0 , q* 0) nor on the initial condition (!, ’) # Y (q0 , q* 0) .
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 20.
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From now on we will consider the behavior of the other components of
the Jacobi fields.
Definition 12. Let
X(q, q* )=[A # T(q, q* ) (71) s. t. &DTtA&  0 as t  ], (33)
Y(q, q* )=[A # T(q, q* ) (71) s. t. &DTtA&  0 as t  &]. (34)
Note that, by definition, we have
(DTt) X(q, q* )=XTt(q, q* ) and (DTt) Y(q, q* )=YTt(q, q* ) , (35)
for any t # R and (q, q* ) # 71 .
Remark that in the codimension one case, that is, n=m&1, and when
there exists a globally defined unitary vector field N normal to 7 (7 orien-
table), the conservation of the canonical volume by the geodesic flow X71
is equivalent to B=s=0, or to {NN=0 (see [CO]). In higher codimension,
B=s=0 is only a sufficient condition for the conservation of volume, see
[KO].
Let us study the behavior of the special Jacobi fields under the
hypothesis that the symmetric component B=s of B= is zero. Fix a point
(q(0), q* (0)) # 71 and let 8(t): 7=q(0)  7
=
q(t) be the linear flow defined by
Eq. (25). If 8T (t): 7=q(t)  7
=
q(0) is its adjoint we have for any X, Y # 7
=
q(0) :
d
dt
(X, 8T8Y)=
d
dt
(8X, 8Y)
=({q* 8X, 8Y)+(8X, {q* 8Y)
=&(B(8X, q* ), 8Y)&(B(8Y, q* ), 8X)
=({8X Q , 8Y)+({8Y Q , 8X)
=(B= (8X, 8Y)+B= (8Y, 8X), q* )
=(B=s (8X, 8Y), q* )=0.
This implies that 8T(t) 8(t)=Id7=q(0) for every t # R, that is 8(t) is an
orthogonal linear operator. In particular we have:
Lemma 22. In a DC-distribution with B=s#0 any special Jacobi field
satisfies J= (t)=8(t) J= (0), where 8(t): 7=q(0)  7
=
q(t) in an orthogonal
operator for any t # R and so &J= (t)&=&J= (0)&, \t # R.
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The above lemma and the fact that J= (t)#0 implies a* (t)#0 show that
the non-zero special Jacobi fields neither belong to X(q(t), q* (t)) nor to
Y(q(t), q* (t)) . Since A # X(q, q* ) implies that &Z&  0 as t   and A # Y(q, q* )
implies that &Z&  0 as t  &, the convexity of &Z&2 assures that
X(q, q* ) & Y(q, q* )=[0]. To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we will show
that there is an injective linear map from X (q, q* ) into X(q, q* ) .
For a fixed Z(t), with (Z(0), { q* Z(0)) # X (q(0), q* (0)) , let J =Z be a solution
of Eq. (23) with initial condition J =Z0 # 7
=
q(0) . Then, for every t # R,
8T (t) J =Z(t) # 7
=
q(0) , and for any X # 7
=
q(0) satisfies:
d
dt
(X, 8TJ =Z)=
d
dt
(8X, J=Z)
=&(B(8X, q* ), J =Z ) &(B(J
=
Z , q* ), 8X)
+(8X, 2Ba(q* , Z))
=(B= (8X, J =Z )+B
= (J =Z , 8X), q* )+(8X, 2B
a(q* , Z))
=(X, 28TBa(q* , Z)).
But, for some C1>0,
|
T
t
(X, 8TBa(q* , Z)) (s) dsC1 |
T
t
e&+s ds
C1
+
e&+t , \T>t>0,
which implies, after integration, that there exists limt   (X, 8TJ =Z) (t),
for any X # 7=q(0) , that is, there exists j=limt   8
TJ =Z(t) # 7
=
q(0) . We
have proved that:
Lemma 23. Let (Z(0), { q* Z(0)) # X (q(0), q* (0)) and J =Z be a solution of
Eq. (23), where Z is the solution of Eq. (22) with that initial condition.
Then there exists:
j= lim
t  
8TJ =Z(t) # 7
=
q(0) .
We will now choose an initial condition J =Z0 # 7
=
q(0) such that the corre-
sponding solution of Eq. (23) will be exponentialy contracting. In order to
do so, let us fix a solution J =Z of Eq. (23). If, for any J
=
0 # 7
=
q(0) , we consider
J=Z(t)=J
=
Z &8J
=
0 , this function will be another solution of Eq. (23),
with the same fixed Z. Then 8TJ =Z(t)=8
TJ =Z &J
=
0 , and by Lemma 23,
limt   8TJ =Z(t)=} &J
=
Z0 , where } =limt   8
TJ =Z(t).
Choose J =Z0=}  . Then limt   8
TJ =Z(t)=0 and, by the fact that
8T=8&1 , limt   &J =Z &(t)=0. Equation (23) implies that
d
dt
&J=Z & (t)=(2Ba(q* , Z), J =Z )) (t),
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where J =Z =J
=
Z &J
=
Z & if J
=
Z {0 and J
=
Z =0 otherwise. Integrating the above
equation from t to  we obtain:
&J =Z & (t)=&|

t
(2Ba(q* , Z), J =Z )) (s) dsC2e
&+t .
But
aZ (t)=aZ (0)&|
t
0
(B(q* , q* ), J =Z ) (s) ds,
and, analogously, we can choose
aZ (0)=|

0
(B(q* , q* ), J =Z ) (s) ds,
which implies that:
Lemma 24. There exists a (n&1)-dimensional subspace of X(q, q* ) which is
the image of X (q, q* ) under an injective linear map.
Analogously, we have:
Lemma 25. There exists a (n&1)-dimensional subspace of Y(q, q* ) which is
the image of Y (q, q* ) under an injective linear map.
Define
Z(q, q* )=[(aq* +v, P B= (q* , v)&aB(q* , q* )&B(v, q* )), a # R, v # 7=q ]. (36)
By Proposition 3, Z(q, q* ) is invariant under the flow, and, by Lemma 22,
is neutral. Since dim Z(q, q* )=m&n+1 and dim 71=n+m&1, we have
that T(q, q* )71=X(q, q* ) Y(q, q* ) Z(q, q* ) , which concludes the proof of
Theorem 1.
Remark 1. The condition (i) in Theorem 1 can be rewritten as
2(Ba(X, Y), B(X, Y))+K (X, Y)<0
for all X, Y # 71 , and X=Y; that puts in evidence the distinct requirements
on the curvature for an integrable and a non-integrable DC-distribution.
Indeed, the former is characterized by the fact that Ba=0, which in turn
leads to the usual condition on the curvature. On the other hand in a non-
integrable DC-distribution it can be proved that on each 2-plane P the
maximum value of (Ba(u, v), B(u, v)) , u, v # P, and u=v, is always non-
negative.
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5. LIE GROUPS
In the case where the manifold M is a Lie group, we are able to write
the conditions in theorem 1 as algebraic equations involving the structural
equations of the corresponding Lie algebra. The reason for this simplifica-
tion comes from the fact that with a left invariant distribution and a left
invariant metric most of the geometrical objects involved are constant on
the whole Lie group.
Let (G, ( , ) ) be a Lie group with a left invariant metric, and 7 a left
invariant n dimensional distribution on G. Note that 7 will be completely
determined by a n dimensional linear subspace of its Lie algebra g. We will
write the condition for the distribution to be a DC-distribution in terms of
the structural constants of the Lie algebra g of G. In order to do so we
will compute in this particular case the value of the function F defined in
Eq. (20).
Let us choose an orthonormal basis [!1 , .., !n , !n+1 , ..., !m] of g such
that [!1 , ..., !n] is a basis of 7e (e=idG) and [!n+1 , ..., !m] is a basis of
7=e . The left invariant vector fields corresponding to these elements of g
will be denoted with the same notation. We denote, as usual, the Christoffel
symbols by 1 ijk, \i, j, k # [1, ..., m], 1
i
jk=({!j !k , !i).
In the sequel, the indices i, j, k, l, s, t when repeated mean sum over
[1, 2, ..., n], the indices +, & sum over [n+1, ..., m], and the indice a sum
over [1, ..., m]. Let X=xj!j # 7e , with &X&=1 and let q be the 7-geodesic
such that q* (0)=X and q(0)=e. Then
q* =aj (t) !j ,
where, by Eq. (2), the aj (t) satisfy aj (0)=xj and:
a* j=&alak1 jlk . (37)
Let Y2 , ..., Yn be a local orthonormal basis of 7 & [q* ]= . Then there is an
orthogonal matrix function (Aij) such that
q* (t)=A1j !j
Yi=Aij !j , i=2, ..., n
with A1j (0)=xj . Recall that:
Fe (X, N)=(&({q* B(q* , Yl)&B(q* , P{q* Yl), N)
+(B(q* , Yl), B(N, q* )) ) Yl | t=0 .
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Since Fe (X, .) is linear it will be enough to verify the DC-condition on
!+ , +=n+1, ..., m. First note that:
B(!a , !j)=&1 &aj !& , \a # [1, ..., m], j # [1, ..., n].
But
B(q* , Yi)=(B(q* , Yi), !&) !&
=A1jAis(B(!j , !s), !&) !&=&A1jAis1 &js!& ,
which implies that
&({q* B(q* , Y i), !+) =( (A4 1jAis+A1j A4 is) 1 &js!& , !+) +A1jAis1
&
js({q* !& , !+)
=A4 1jA is1 +js+A1j A4 is1
+
js+A1jAisA1l1
&
js1
+
l& ,
and
&(({q* B(q* , Yi), !+) Yi , !r)
=A4 1jAisA ir1 +js+A1jA4 isA ir1
+
js+A1jA1l AisAir1
&
js 1
+
l&
=A4 1j ($sr&A1sA1r) 1 +js+A1jA4 isAir1
+
js+A1j A1l ($sr&A1s A1r) 1
&
js1
+
l&
=A1jA1l 1 sjl1
+
sr&A1jA1lA1k A1r1
s
jl1
+
sk+A1j A4 isAir1
+
js
+A1jA1l1 &jr1
+
l&&A1jA1lA1k A1r1
&
jk 1
+
l& .
On the other hand,
(B(q* , P{q* Y i), !+)=A1j(B(!j , A4 it!t+A1lAit 1 slt!s), !+)
=A1jA4 it 1 tj++A1jA1lAit1
s
lt1
s
j+ ,
and
((B(q* , P{q* Yi), !+) Yi , !r)
=A1jA4 isAir1 sj++A1jA1l ($tr&A1tA1r) 1
s
lt 1
s
j+
=A1jA4 isAir1 sj++A1jA1l1
s
lr 1
s
j+&A1jA1lA1kA1r 1
s
lk1
s
j+ ;
((B(q* , Yi), B(!+ , q* )) Yi , !r)
=A1jA1lAir(B(!j , Yi), B(!+ , !l))
=A1jA1l1 &jr 1
&
+l&A1jA1lA1kA1r1
&
jk1
&
+l .
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Using the above results, we find that:
(Fe (X, !+), !r)=xjx l (1 sjl1
+
sr+1
&
jr 1
+
l&+1
s
lr1
s
j++1
&
jr1
&
+l)
+xj xl xkxr (&1 sjl 1
+
sk&1
&
jk 1
+
l&&1
s
lk1
s
j+&1
&
jk 1
&
+l).
In terms of the Christoffel symbols the curvature is given by:
(R (q* , !+) q* , !r) =A1j A1l({ ! j 1
s
+l !s&{ ! + 1
s
jl!s&{ (1 aj+&1 a+j) !a ! l , !r)
=A1j A1l (1 s+l 1
r
js&1
s
jl1
r
+s&1
a
j+ 1
r
al+1
a
+j1
r
al).
Then, we have that
R (q* , !+) q* +Fe (X, !+)
=xj xl (1 sjl 1
+
sr+1
&
jr1
+
l&+1
s
lr1
s
j++1
&
jr1
&
+l+1
s
+l 1
r
js&1
s
jl1
r
+s&1
a
j+1
r
al
+1 a+j 1
r
al) !r+xjxl xk xr (&1
s
jl 1
+
sk&1
&
jk 1
+
l&&1
s
lk1
s
j+&1
&
jk1
&
+l) !r ,
and the distribution decouples if and only if
6+r ( j, l )+6+r (l, j)=0,
9+r ( j, l, k)+9+r (l, k, j)+9+r (k, j, l )+9+r (l, j, k)
+9+r (k, l, j)+9+r ( j, k, l )=0,
for all + # [n+1, ...m], j, l, k, r # [1, ..., n], where
6+r ( j, l )=1 sjl1
+
sr+1
&
jr 1
+
l&+1
s
lr1
s
j++1
&
jr1
&
+l
+1 s+l1
r
js&1
s
jl 1
r
+s&1
a
j+ 1
r
al+1
a
+j1
r
al ,
9+r ( j, l, k)=&1 sjl1
+
sk&1
&
jk1
+
l&&1
s
lk 1
s
j+&1
&
jk1
&
+l .
In the case of Lie groups we are able to prove a slightly different version
of Theorem 1, which explores the fact that most functions appearing as
coefficients in the equations are constants.
Lemma 26. Suppose that [7e , 7e] # 7=e . Then a* j (t)=0, that is, q* (t)=
aj !j (q(t)) where the constants aj are given by (q* (0), !j) , j # [1, ..., n].
Proof. Observe that
1 jlk=({!l !k , !j)
=&12 (([!k , !j], !l)+([!l , !j], !k)+([!k , ! l], ! j) )=0.
Equation (37) implies the result.
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Let us consider J== j&&n!& a solution of Eq. (25), for a given geodesic,
q* (0)=aj!j=X. Then
dj
dt=A
Xj, where
j1
j=\ b + , AX # M(m&n), AXij =ak({!k ! j+n+{! j+n !k , ! i+n) .jm&n
We will now consider Lie groups G with a (discrete) uniform subgroup
H, that is, GH is compact (see [B]). In [B] it is proved that any con-
nected semi-simple Lie group has always a uniform subgroup. Recall also
that SL(n, R) is a connected semi-simple Lie group.
We will prove now the following:
Theorem 2. Let (G, ( .) ) be a m-dimensional Lie group with a (discrete)
uniform subgroup H, the metric being left invariant. Suppose that 7 is a left
invariant n-dimensional DC-distribution on G such that [7e , 7e] # 7=e .
Assume also that:
(i) the sectional curvatures of two-planes contained in 7e satisfy:
&K(X, Y ) & (B(X, X ), B(Y, Y )) & &B(X, Y)&2 + 2(B(X, Y ), B(Y, X ))
 +2>0, for some +>0 and all X, Y # 71e , (X, Y)=0 ;
(ii) for any X # 71e , all the eigenvalues of AX have zero real part. Then
the flow, induced on the compact manifold GH by the 7-geodesic flow on
71 , is partially hyperbolic.
Proof. Note that [7e , 7e] # 7=e implies that A
X is a constant matrix;
then, if hypothesis (ii) is satisfied, there are constants c1 , c2>0 and polyno-
mials p1 (t), p2 (t)1, with degrees at most m&n, such that:
c1&eA
Xt&p1 (t) and c2&e&A
Xt&p2 (t) \t # R, X # 71e .
Then, the normal components of any special Jacobi field satisfy j(t)
=eAXtj0 which implies &J= (t)&
&J0&
p2(t)
, and one concludes that the subspace
defined by (36) is neutral. That finishes the proof.
6. THE CASE OF SEMI-SIMPLE LIE GROUPS
In this section we use strongly the classical Cartan decomposition for
semi-simple Lie algebras in order to obtain a series of explicit examples for
our results.
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Let us recall the following definitions and results (see [K]):
1. Let g be a Lie algebra. Then % # Aut(g) is an involution if %2=1.
2. If g is a real semi-simple Lie algebra, then an involution % on g is
called a Cartan involution if the symmetric bilinear form
}% (X, Y )=&}(X, %Y)
is positive definite, where } is the so called Killing form of g.
3. Every real semi-simple Lie algebra has a Cartan involution.
Moreover any two Cartan involutions are conjugate via Int(g).
4. Any Cartan involution yields a decomposition on g; let
k=[X # g | %(X )=1],
p=[X # g | %(X )=&1],
then g=kp (Cartan decomposition).
5. The following properties hold:
(a) [k, k]/k, [k, p]/p, [p, p]/k,
(b) }% (k, p)=}(k, p)=0,
(c) }| k is negative definite, }|p is positive definite.
On a semi-simple Lie group G with Lie algebra g, let us consider the left
invariant distribution defined by 7e=p and an arbitrary metric such that
p and k are orthogonal, that is, such that 7=e =k. In this case we will have,
as a consequence of the properties of the Cartan decomposition, that most
of the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are automatically satisfied. In fact, using
the same notations of the beginning of this section, we have that:
({!i !j , !l) =
1
2 (([!i , !j], ! l)+([! l , !i], !j) +([! l , !j], !i) )=0,
({!+ !& , !j) =
1
2 (([!+ , !&], !j) +([!j , !+], !&)+([!j , !&], !+) )=0,
for any i, j, l # 1, ..., n, +, & # n+1, ..., m.
It is now easy to prove that:
Proposition 5. Under the definitions above, the distribution 7 is a
DC-distribution, B=s=0 and a* j (t)=0.
Remark 2. Using the Cartan decomposition, 7e=p and an arbitrary
metric such that 7=e =k, the curvature tensor gives:
R (X, Y, X, Y )
=& 12 (([[X, Y], X], Y) +([Y, [X,Y]], X)&([X, Y], [X, Y]) )
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for all X, Y # 7. Also, in the case of matrices with the metric of the trace:
(XY)=Tr(XYT),
we have
R (X, Y, X, Y )= 32 ([X, Y], [X, Y])
for all X, Y # 7. The symmetric part Bs=0 and
K (X, Y )+2(Ba(X, Y ), B(X, Y ))=&([X, Y], [X, Y])
for all X, Y # 71 . Finally, if there exists a basis !1 , ..., !n of 7e such that
[[!i , !j]i< j] is a linearly independent set, then it follows that
K (X, Y )+2(Ba(X, Y), B(X, Y) <0
for all X, Y # 71 , X=Y. In particular, for a connected semi-simple Lie
group of matrices, with 7e=p, dim 7e=2 and endowed with a metric
which is a positive multiple of the trace metric, 7=e=k, then all conditions
of Theorem 1 are fulfilled if we consider M as the quotient (compact) of the
group G by a (discrete) uniform subgroup.
Proposition 5 and Remark 2 show that distributions generated by the
Cartan decomposition of a semi-simple Lie algebra of matrices provide
examples for Theorems 1 and 2. In codimension 1 we mention, explicitly,
SL(2, R) and the connected subgroup of SL(3, R) with Lie algebra
spanned by
0 1 0
!1=\1 0 0+0 0 0
0 0 1
!2=\0 0 0+1 0 0
0 0 0
!3=\0 0 1+0 &1 0
1677-GEODESIC FLOWS
Remark 3. It is interesting to observe that if G=SL(n, R) and the
metric is given by the trace, it occurs a left action of the compact group
SO(n) on SL(n, R), and, moreover, SO(n) leaves invariant the metric and
the distribution. Then, SO(n) provides a momentum map for the
7-geodesic flow. When n=2 the final reduced system is Anosov, and can be
identified with the geodesic flow of a compact surface of negative curvature;
that compact manifold is diffeomorphic to the quotient SO(2)"SL(2, R)H.
In codimension greater than one, we deal with the family of semi-simple
Lie groups SO(n, 1) (see[K]), whose Lie algebra is so(n, 1)=
[X # gl(n+1)X tIn1+In1X=0], where In1=( &In0
0
1), In the n-dimensional
identity matrix.
Thus, if we consider the Cartan decomposition so(n, 1)=7e 7=e , we
have 7e=( 0vt
v
0), v # M(n_1) and 7
=
e =(
X
0
0
0), X # so(n). It is easy to see
that the condition in Remark 2 is fulfilled, which proves that the family
SO(n, 1), n # N, with the trace metric, provides a class of examples for
Theorems 1 and 2 if M is the quotient (compact) of SO(n, 1) by a (dis-
crete) uniform subgroup.
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